
MY CURTAIN WALL
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MY
Curtain walling for living architecture

Photo: Anne Vachon Productions

The new MY curtain walling showcases all the 
expertise of the TECHNAL brand combining 
aesthetics, large sizes and interior comfort. 

Performance and aesthetics at 
the service of creativity 
Large dimensions. The 62 mm MY curtain wall 
structure allows for maximised glazed surfaces of up 
12 m²  and weighing up to 680 kg.

Versatility. A multitude of external effects can be 
achieved using covers, frames asymmetry and curved 
construction techniques to meet all requests. 

Creativity The BSO fixing bracket is an integral 
part of MY curtain wall curtain walling. It allows for 
the installation of external elements such as brise-
soleil and stretched canvases, providing thermal and 
acoustic comfort and controlling solar gain.
 

Even more comfort 
Progressive MY curtain wall meets energy 
consumption reduction requirements. The curtain 
walling optimises the well-being of occupants all year 
round and helps to reduce green house gas emissions 
- 40% of which are currently produced by buildings.

Certified In the high insulation version, MY curtain 
wall curtain walling also offers Passive House 
performances and has been developed to meet 
earthquake resistance requirements.

Openings The curtain walling can be combined with 
the PY 55 Door, STII Door and FY 65 Window.
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MY curtain wall, multi-faced curtain 
walling

Industrial U-type cover



Key features and innovations

Large dimensions 

 Large glazing up to 12 m²:
 Maximum weight per transom: 680 kg (according to 

standards EN 13830) 
 Maximum glazing thickness of 61 mm 

 

Thermal and seismic performances
 
 Seismic test compliant with the standard AAMA 501.4
 Passive House certified in the high thermal insulation 

version: (glazing Ug = 0.5)
Ucw = 0.61 W/m²k
 

Installation and assembly
 
 Simple and fast assembly and installation

- Technal mullion/transom PIN system
- Improved quality of assemblies
 - Peripheral management of seals via dedicated 
membrane
- Specially adapted clamping system

 Patented curtain walling assembly system

Aesthetics and versatility

 Multiple external looks possible:
- Grid 
- Trame Horizontale or Verticale
- Smooth appearance with flat pressure plate cap

 Façade inclined by + or - 10° and facet angles of 
112°, 135° or 157° with pressure plates and angled 
groove glazing beads 
 Range of covers to give each façade a distinct 

identity
 Various shapes available: asymmetry of the frames 

and inclined transoms thanks to mullion drainage 
 Concealed drainage via mullion or pane drainage 

External cladding 

 The BSO fixing bracket allows elements to be 
incorporated onto the outside of the façade for 
enhanced thermal comfort (management of solar gain):

- Envelope cladding: variety of decorative
  elements 
- Modular system (max weight: 200 kg)

 Possibility of integrating: 
- Windows and sliding doors 

 Suitable for steel or glued laminated wooden sub 
structures bearing loads of up to 250 kg

- The junction of the two materials must meet  
          specific requirements - please contact us for                                                                                    
          more information 
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MY curtain wall  VISIBLE GRID

Infill: from 5 to 61 mm
Façade: 
   - Convex and concave angles from 0° to 10°
   - Concave angles of 112°, 135°, 157° with 
pressure plate and angled groove glazing beads

MY curtain wall  TRAME HORIZONTALE

Infill: from 5 to 61 mm
Façade: convex or concave angles from 0° to 10°

29



MY curtain wall  FLAT CAP

Infill: from 5 to 61 mm
Curtain walling: straight

MY curtain wall  TRAME VERTICALE

Infill: from 5 to 61 mm
Façade: straight
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Large dimensions 
 
Based on the 62 mm module and featuring a patented 
assembly system, MY curtain wall curtain walling 
optimises grids on new builds or renovations. It offers 
large glazed surfaces with dimensions of up to W 3 
x H 4 m, which equates to a surface area of 12 m², 
and weighing up to 680 kg. 
 

MY curtain wall A design with many 
possible styles 

Façade facet – 10° Façade facet + 10°

Variety of shapes 
 
 Visual consistency between the mullions and 

transoms to create a continuous line 
 Possibility of a continuous or asymmetric grid 
 Façade can be inclined  + or - 10°  
 Angles of 112°, 135° or 157° with pressure plates 

and angled groove glazing beads for creating curved 
façades 
 Structure suitable for wood or steel frames* for 

elegant and minimalist architectural solutions.

* The junction of the 2 materials must meet specific 
requirements - please contact us for more information

Incorporated into a wooden 
structure*

Architect Agency: Wilmotte & Associés   
Photographer: Philippe Ruault



A range of covers 
 
TECHNAL offers a complete range of cover caps to 
provide each façade with a unique identity. The flat 
and discreet design provides a lattice-style envelope 
which can use “H” or “U” shapes to accentuate 
the lines...These shapes can also be combined to 
enhance the original features of the building to meet 
the specific demands of specifiers.
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MY curtain wall Cladding and creativity

A solution to meet your needs 
 
To meet the diverse requirements of building 
envelopes and more especially glass façades 
such as solar control, optimisation of natural light, 
customisation,  TECHNAL has developed fixing 
brackets which are positioned on the mullion of 
MY curtain wall curtain walling and allow for the 
integration of brise-soleil blades or a stretched canvas 
solution whilst maintaining the overall performance - a 
perfect combination of aesthetics and efficiency.

Brise-soleil: design and resistance 
 
The TECHNAL brise-soleil can be integrated in curtain 
wall grids. The brise-soleil allows you to customise 
the design and optimise comfort with a wide choice 
of solutions: fixed or moveable, manual or motorised 
brise-soleil.
100 mm and 150 mm fixed blades are adaptable and 
the multitude of available shapes (ogive, rectangular, 
louvre) increase the wall cladding options.
Interior comfort is optimised and you can enjoy 
warmth from the sun in the winter and solar 
protection in the summer, as well as energy savings 
by adjusting the amount of natural light entering the 
rooms.

MY curtain wall curtain walling with integrated support plate Support plate

Photo: Anne Vachon Productions



Composite membrane: comfort and 
aesthetics

Composite membrane curtain walling is the result 
of the combined expertise of two companies:  
SERGE FERRARI, specialist in the creation of flexible 
and innovative composite materials, and TECHNAL, 
specialist in aluminium façades.

SOLTIS FT 381 by SERGE FERRARI is fixed to the 
aluminium frame using a press fit gasket, which is an 
installation solution similar to a unitised façade.

Thermal and visual comfort 

The wall cladding (brise-soleil or stretched membrane) 
effectively preserves from the overheating of 
buildings in summer by preventing thermal radiation 
from reaching the facade and therefore the inside 
of the room. It also protects against glare whilst 
maximising natural light and maintaining the 
outside view, which has a positive influence on the 
occupants’ health and well-being at the work.

Architectural creativity and renovations 

SOLTIS FT 381 wall cladding can be easily integrated 
into a project’s design. The various configurations 
as well as the range of colours available can be 
distinctive elements of a strong architectural design. 
In the case of renovations, the lightness of the 
products and their ease of implementation allows to 
be quickly installed without any disturbance to the 
building’s occupants. 

Performance 

 Acoustic attenuation in noisy urban environments 
 Weather resistance: wind, rain, sleet 
 Reduction of UV radiation and prevention of potential 

impact on the façade

Support plate

Photo: DR Serge Ferrari
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Cross-sections

Flat pressure plate cover

29

Horizontal trame

Concealed drainage on the central joint

62

62

62

22



Steel structure*Linear pressure plate 

62

High thermal insulation foam

62

Wooden structure*

* The junction of the 2 materials 
must meet specific requirements - 
please contact us for more information
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Integrated opening frame

Integrated FY 65 frame

62



Materials  
and parts
As with all TECHNAL systems, only the best 
materials and parts are used to minimise 
maintenance and ensure long-term performance.
 The aluminium profiles are extruded from 
alloys 6060 Building compliant with EN 12020, 
EN 573-3, EN 515 and EN 775-1 to 9.

 Fittings are cast from EN 12844 compliant 
Zamak 5.

 All seals are EPDM or TPE (Thermoplastic 
elastomer).

  Screws are made from stainless steel.

Finishes 
and colours
A wide range of finishes and colours are 
available to meet individual project requirements, 
enhancing existing buildings and offering 
architects and designers  greater design 
freedom:
 Natural anodised in accordance with 
BS3987 AA25.

 Polyester coating finishes in a wide range of 
colours in accordance with BSEN12206-1:2004.

MY curtain wall Thermal performance 
and weather tightness

  WEATHER TIGHTNESS (Air, Water, Wind)

MY curtain wall Air permeability Water tightness Resistance to wind pressure

Grid aspect Class 4 (1200 Pa) 1200 Pa 2400 Pa (3600 Pa security)

  THERMAL PERFORMANCE linear pressure or special pressure plate

Glazing Ucw [W/(m².K)]

Triple glazing + high insulation crossbar 
Ug=0.5 W/(m².K)

0.61

Triple glazing + standard insulation crossbar 
Ug=0.5 W/(m².K)

0.8

Double glazing 
Ug=1.1 W/(m².K)

1.2
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Albert Drive, Silkwood Park
Wakefield WF5 9TG
UNITED KINGDOM
www.technal.co.uk


